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INTRODUCTION
Oakhaven Capital was established in June
2011 by individuals who shared a common
goal to build a fund management company
that reflects their views on what investors
really want from the industry.
The Oakhaven team is as follows: Johan
Roos, Michael Creedon and Bruce
Thistlewhite.
Between us, we have more than 65 years of
cumulative market experience in South
African Fixed Income and Emerging
Markets.

FUND OBJECTIVE
Our aim is to deliver consistent levels of
return for our investors of 15% to 20% p.a.
on a 3 year rolling cycle and set new
standards in transparency and service.
Our focus is based in the SA Fixed Income
market, where we look to generate returns
through our core investment strategies. We
create a return blended from cyclical,
secular relative value and directional
opportunities across government bonds,
cash and interest rate derivatives such as
FRAs, Swaps and Options.

At the July MPC meeting, the SARB unanimously decided to keep policy rates on hold at 7.0%. However,
the SARB now only expects inflation to peak at 7.1% (previously 7.3%) and is pencilling in a four quarter
breach (previously 5) of the target band. The MPC also downwardly revised both its GDP and CPI
projections for the current year and forthcoming year. A less hawkish MPC policy statement, combined with
broad-based exchange rate strength and a softer oil price, ensured that local policy rate hike expectations
dissipated even further last month - the market expects just over one more 25bp hike during the current
tightening cycle. Reduced policy rate hike expectations caused short end bond yields to compress by
between 15 and 20bp on the month, which resulted in a total return of 0.8% and 1.4% for the 1-3 year and 37 year buckets respectively.
Meanwhile belly and long end bond yields fell by between 20 and 26bps during July, which translated into
returns of 1.9% and 2.9% for the 7-12 and +12 year buckets respectively. Investors have remained eager to
extend the duration of their EM bond portfolios, because additional monetary stimulus and/or increased
political uncertainty could push even more developed market bond yields into negative territory. Back end
bonds also benefited from the fact that the bulk of last month’s R13.5bn worth of coupons were concentrated
in the +12 year bucket and expectations that the duration of the ALBI would increase by 0.4 years (due to
replacement of R203 by longer dated bonds) at August index rebalance. Overall bonds returned 2.2% in
July, which was less than equities (3.4%) but better than cash (0.9%).
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Portfolio Managers
Johan Roos | Bruce Thistlewhite
COO
Michael Creedon

Fee Structure
1% annual management fee
20% performance fee
Domicile South Africa

Fund Assets
R176 million

Prime Broker
ABSA Prime Services

Fund Administrator
Investment Data Services
Compliance
Independent Compliance
Services

Contact
Michael Creedon
michael@oakhavencap.co.za
+27 11 447 1360
+27 82 386 5518

FAIS NOTICE DISCLAIMER
Oakhaven Capital (Pty) Ltd. is an Authorised Financial Services Provider : License Number 43738
The information above has been produced by Oakhaven Capital (Pty) Ltd. The returns above are gross of fund management costs. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. This information is
not intended to be a recommendation offer or invitation to take up securities or other financial products. This information is general information only and is not intended to constitute a securities
recommendation or solicitation. This advice does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of the investor. Before making an investment decision we
suggest you take these factors into consideration and recommend that you consult a financial advisor, broker or banker. Whilst Oakhaven Capital (Pty) Ltd.is a licensed financial services provider, the
Oakhaven Strategic Fixed Income Fund and all hedge funds in South Africa are currently not regulated by the Financial Services Board in the Republic of South Africa. The Oakhaven Strategic Fixed
Income Fund is a niche offering aimed specifically at sophisticated investors who preferably have investable discretionary assets of one million rand and who have sufficient other assets to provide
liquidity.
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